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The Girl from Ipanema

(Garota de Ipanema)
Music by Antonio Carlos Jobim
English Words by Norman Gimbel
Original Words by Vinicius de Moraes

Moderate Bossa Nova
São Paulo

Tall and tan and young and love-ly, the girl from Ipanema goes walking and
Dm7

How can he tell her he loves her?

Em7

Yes, he would give his heart gladly.

But each day...
Fm7  B9#5  Em7  A9#5

when she walks to the sea,

she looks straight ahead, not at him.

Fm7  B9#5  Em7  A9#5

Tall and tan and young...

The girl from Ipanema goes walking...
when she passes, he smiles
but she doesn't see.
Dm7

How can he tell her he loves her?

Ebm7

Yes, he would give his heart gladly. But each day...
when she walks to the sea she looks straight ahead, not at her

Tall and tan and young and lovely, the girl from Ipanema goes walking and
when she passes he smiles, but she doesn't see.

she just doesn't see.

no she doesn't see.

just she doesn't see.
D oral i c e

By Antonio Almeida and Dorival Caymmi
Eu prefiro viver do soninho ao som do lamento do meu violão.

Dm777    D6    A7maj7    Bm7    E137    Em7    A777
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Para Machuchar Meu Coração

By Ary Evangelista Barroso
Desafinado

Original Text by Newton Mendonça
Music by Antonio Carlos Jobim

Copyright © 1959, 1962 Editora Musical Anysola
All Rights for the U.S. Administered by Coralwest Music Corp.
All Rights for Canada Administered by Bondig Music Corp.
International Copyright Secured All Rights Reserved
Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars

(Corcovado)
English Words by Gene Lees
Original Words and Music by Antonio Carlos Jobim

Copyright 1962, 1964 ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM
Copyright Renewed
All Rights for English-speaking Countries Controlled and Administered by NORDICA OF UNIVERSAL, INC
All Rights Reserved Used by Permission
Um cantinho um violino 

cesse amar uma canção 

pra fazer feliz a quem
Em75  A7m3  Dm7  Dm75

O que é a felicidade de meu amor?

Am6  G1399  G1399D  G1399Cf
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Só Danço Samba

Original Text by Vinicius de Moraes

Music by Antonio Carlos Jobim

Copyright 1962, 1963, 1965 Edition Seven Zerkon Milan Italy

Copyright and all publishing rights for the U.S.A.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved
O Grande Amor

Words and Music by Antonio Carlos Jobim and Vinicius de Moraes